
IF YOU HAVE ONLY 2 MINUTES …

In this master thesis concepts and a 

partial implementation of a software is 

presented, which can model systems 

with an System Entity Structure (SES). 

Basis are the papers and extensions to 

the SES of the research group 

Computational Engineering and 

Automation (CEA) at the University of 

Applied Sciences Wismar. Currently

exists an SES-editor in MATLAB. Since 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) used

by MATLAB depend on the MATLAB 

version a cross-platform editor in another

programming language shall be realized. 

Functions not needing a GUI shall be 

programmed using MATLAB.

Beginning with an introduction into SES 

theory and selection of the cross-

platform programming language Python 

with the library Qt for the GUI the 

connectivity between Python and 

MATLAB is evaluated. A suitable GUI is 

constructed and functionality is

implemented.

An SES expresses an amount of 

structure variants of a system. By 

pruning the structure variant of interest is 

generated. It is called Pruned Entity 

Structure (PES). In order to generate 

executable models the PES is 

transformed to a composition tree.

Components of models are organized in 

a model base. By placing the model 

components into the composition tree 

executable models are generated. 

Methods for pruning and a concept of an 

interface for generation of 

MATLAB/Simulink models are presented.
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The System Entity Structure (SES) is an 

ontology, a language with syntax and 

semantic for representation of 

declarative knowledge.

A concrete SES describes an amount of 

structure variants of an application field.

To display the SES a tree is used.

In order to get one structure variant of 

the SES the tree has to be pruned until 

there are no decision nodes in the SES. 

The result is called Pruned Entity 

Structure (PES).

The research group Computational 

Engineering and Automation at the 

University of Applied Sciences Wismar 

has added procedural knowledge to the 

SES using SES variables and SES 

functions. The extended SES is called 

modified SES (mSES).

The nodes of the PES are connected 

with executable basic models organized 

in a model base. In order to generate an 

executable simulation model node 

specific couplings have to be evaluated 

and the basic models are connected 

respectively.

The software is written in Python3 using 

the PyQt5 bindings for the user interface.

The first picture on the right side of this 

poster shows the user interface of the 

editor.

The graphic below shows the functions 

of the editor corresponding to the user 

interface.

In the view on the upper left side the 

SES tree can be constructed in a file 

browser view. Nodes can be added as 

sibling or as sub node, deleted or the 

tree completely expanded or collapsed.

The type of nodes can be changed if the 

definitions of the SES are not violated.

The complete SES model can be saved 

and opened again. Using the merge 

menu a subtree can be saved and 

inserted again.

The node specific properties can be 

managed using the tool boxes under the 

view containing the tree in file browser 

view.

General SES settings can be defined 

using the tool boxes on the right.

It is planned to program pruning and 

model generation in MATLAB. For the 

connectivity the MATLAB Engine for 

Python is used.

Every time the selection of a node is 

changed the rules of the SES are 

checked and in some cases the SES tree 

is completed if wished.

The software uses the model-view 

architectural pattern from Qt, a simplified 

model-view-controller concept.

For the tree the QAbstractItemModel with 

the node classes shown in the class 

diagram on the right side and respective 

functions is redefined.

The class diagram on the right shows the different node types of 

the SES with attributes and methods.

The upper class is the class Node the other classes are 

specialisations and inherit the attributes and methods from the 

Node class. Some methods e.g. typeInfo() are overwritten in the 

subclasses. 

The class DescriptiveNode is a placeholder for the AspectNode, 

the SpecNode and the MaspectNode.

The picture on the left shows the basic idea of how the pruning 

will be implemented. The SES tree is constructed in the Python 

program, converted to an XML string and imported in MATLAB. In 

MATLAB the prune process will be executed as shown in the 

activity diagram below. After the tree is pruned a XML string 

containing the PES is created and imported in the Python 

program again.

The activity diagram on the right shows the main pruning process.

First all attributes are evaluated e.g. SES functions are computed. 

Only if all attributes can be occupied with a value the algorithm is 

started.

Afterwards the semantic conditions are checked and a list with all 

necessary constraints is built.

The tree is traversed and dependent on the node type an 

algorithm is executed.

If there was no error pruning a node the next node is taken.

When the tree is pruned completely and without an error it will be 

given back.

The picture on the left shows a possibility of model generation in 

MATLAB/Simulink. The PES was imported into the Python editor 

after pruning. 

For model generation it has to be exported to MATLAB via XML 

again.

It is necessary to have coupling relations between the nodes of 

the tree in order to generate the model.

The flattening process makes the model generation easier. All 

inner nodes are erased and the couplings are updated. Every leaf 

entity is transported to one level so nodes with the same name 

have to be renamed. A flattened pruned entity structure (FPES) is 

reached.

The model translation is explained with the activity diagram below.

The activity diagram on the right shows the model translation 

process.

First it has to be checked if all nodes of the FPES refer to a basic 

model in the model base.

If so a simulation model is generated and basic models according 

to the FPES are placed into them.

The models are parameterized with the attributes of the FPES 

and the basic models connected according to the couplings. 

At first a sub node as the start entity 

node has to be added.

Below the first node further nodes can be 

added.

The editor makes sure that an entity 

node is followed by a descriptive node. 

The descriptive node must be replaced 

with an aspect node, a multi-aspect node 

or a specialization node.

Node specific properties can be added 

using the MATLAB notation.

As SES functions MATLAB functions in a 

MATLAB .m file can be read in. The 

software checks if the name of the .m file 

fits the function name and some of the 

MATLAB syntax.

Every time the selection of a node is 

changed the node specific properties are 

written into the node.

By clicking on the save button the whole 

SES including the node specific and the 

global properties is saved in a binary 

format.

A subtree of a node can be saved by 

selecting the function Save SubTree in 

the Merge menu. If the subtree shall be 

added again the function Add SubTree is 

selected. Only if the definitions of the 

SES are not violated the subtree is 

imported.

After selection of another node a check if 

the nodes comply with the rules of the 

SES is performed. If this check 

determines a violation the changing of 

the node is prevented and a message 

box describing the error pops up.

Selection Constraints are represented by 

colors of the nodes and for the 

connection a startnode and stopnode(s) 

can be specified.


